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Dysfunctional Role
Models
• TV, movies and popular music
display dysfunctional relationships
almost 100% of the time
• We get “clues” about what gender
roles are from these sources that
lead us astray
• You have to “unlearn” what these
sources are programming you
about men and women if you want
good relationships
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A Personal Struggle

Relationship Love is
NOT Unconditional
• No one is “special” in unconditional
love, but relationships are based on
“special” love
• Relationship love must be cultivated
and nurtured constantly
• Just like yesterday’s meal won’t stop
you from being hungry today, what you
did yesterday in a relationship doesn’t
sustain today’s feelings of love
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Relationship Love
• “Love isn’t like a weed that
grows spontaneously, it is
more like a delicate hot
house plant that must be
constantly tended to and
cultivated.”
— Percy Horne

Emotional Bank Accounts
• When someone does
something that makes
us feel loved, they
make a deposit to our
emotional bank
account
• When they do
something that makes
us feel unloved, they
make a withdrawal
• When two people have
large deposits in each
other’s emotional bank
accounts, they are “in
love” with each other
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Emotional Deposits and Withdrawals
Deposits

Withdrawals

• When someone does something
that meets our deeply held
emotional needs, they make a
deposit in our account
• What makes a deposit is different
from person to person
• In other words, something that
makes a deposit in your emotional
bank account may not make a
deposit in your partner’s
emotional bank account

• When someone does something
that hurts us emotionally, they
make a withdrawal from our
emotional bank account
• What makes withdrawals is pretty
much the same for everyone
• If a person’s balance reaches 0, we
become indifferent
• When they are overdrawn, we no
longer want to be around them

Making Deposits
• Just because you “did something” for your
partner, does not mean you made a
deposit to their emotional bank account
• Your partner defines what constitutes a
deposit for them
• You define what constituents a deposit for
you
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The 5 Love Languages
by Gary Chapman
•Words of Affirmation
•Acts of Service
•Receiving Gifts
•Quality Time
•Physical Touch
http://www.5lovelanguages.com

Physical Touch
• This is physically affectionate
behavior apart from sex
• It can include hugs, pats on the back,
cuddling, holding hands, giving a
massage, rubbing the person’s feet
and so forth
• To a person whose primary love
language is touch, physical presence
is very important
• Any kind of touch that is not loving
can be very damaging to this person
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Words of Affirmation
• For a person who needs words of
affirmation words can speak louder
than actions
• Unsolicited compliments, words of
encouragement, appreciation and
just plain “I love you,” are very
Insults and criticism, on the other
hand, are especially painful and
damaging to these people.

Acts of Service
• For a person who values acts of service,
anything that helps them with their
responsibilities is perceived as an
expression of love
• Helping with the dishes or housework
really expresses love to these people,
especially when you say, “Let me do
that for you” or “Let me help you with
that.”
• Laziness and making more work for
them tell these people that they are
loved.
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Quality Time
• When a person has quality time as their
love language they need a person’s full,
undivided attention
• This means spending uninterrupted time
doing activities together or just talking
• Failing to give this undivided attention
because of distraction or postponing
activities and time together are
especially hurtful to people with this
love language.

Receiving Gifts
• This love language isn’t about getting lots
of stuff, it’s about gifts that show the giver
than you understand their needs and have
taken the time to find something special
for them.
• Flowers, cards and small, but well-thought
out gifts really mean a lot to these people.
• Gifts that are hasty or thoughtless don’t
work.
• Forgetting birthdays or special occasions is
a big emotional withdrawal from these
people’s love banks.
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His Needs, Her Needs
• Willard F. Harley discovered in 1973 that
he was not alone in his failure to save
marriages through counseling,
counseling rarely worked
• Set out to develop counseling system
that would work
• Discovered you needed to focus on what
builds the marriage, not what’s wrong
with the marriage
• Developed a system with a high rate of
success
http://marriagebuilders.com

Major Emotional Needs in Marriage
Typical Top Male Needs

Typical Top Female Needs

• Sexual fulfillment
• Recreational
companionship
• An attractive spouse
• Domestic support
• Admiration

• Affection
• Conversation
• Honesty and openness
• Financial support
• Family commitment

Important Note: These needs vary from person to person, so it is essential that a
couple is able to understand and communicate their needs to each other
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Typical Female Need #1:
Affection
• Affection is not just physical affection,
although that is a big part of it
• It is any non-sexual way of showing that
you’re attracted to and care for your
partner
• It can include hugs, back rubs, unexpected
phone calls or cards, flowers and so forth
depending on a woman’s love language
• Most women need a lot of affection before
they are warmed up to wanting sex

Typical Male Need #1:
Sexual Fulfillment
• In most marriages men have a stronger
need for sex than women
• Also a woman’s drive for sex is
different than a man’s as men
generally need sex to feel emotionally
intimate and women need to feel
emotionally intimate to want sex
• If you cannot be happy and fulfilled in
a relationship without sexual intimacy,
it is a primary emotional need
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Typical Female Need #2:
Conversation
• Conversation is a mutually enjoyable
verbal exchange where two people are
both talking and listening, giving the
other person their undivided attention
• For most women, conversation makes
big deposits in their emotional bank
accounts
• If you crave having someone to talk to
and feel lonely when you don’t this is an
important emotional need for you

Typical Male Need #2:
Recreational
Companionship
• Sharing fun activities is what people do
when they date
• Couples often stop dating after they are
married
• It is important for couples to continue to
regularly enjoy activities together after
marriage, but the activities need to be ones
that are enjoyable for both people
• Like conversation, this activity can be
fulfilled outside of marriage, but it draws a
couple closer when fulfilled within a
marriage
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Typical Female Need #3:
Honesty/ Openness
• A person who needs information about
the spouses’ thoughts, feelings, habits,
likes, dislikes, history and activities has a
need for honesty and openness
• Lying and deceit will always tear down a
relationship, but some people have a
stronger need for openness and sharing
of information
• If you like it when your spouse reveals
their private thoughts to you, you have
this need

Typical Male Need #3:
Attractive Spouse
• Having a spouse who takes care of
their appearance is important for
some people in a marriage
• Weight is sometimes an issue, but
this can also involve neglecting
caring about hair style, clothing and
personal hygiene
• What constitutes attractiveness
differs from person to person, but
often people care about this while
dating and then neglect it after
marriage
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Typical Female Need #4:
Financial Support
• Women often marry with the idea of
their partner helping to provide
financial security for them
• Having an unemployed or
underemployed spouse can be
frustrating and create unhappiness
• This need is even more important
when there are children
• This need changes over time and may
require frequent discussion and
negotiation

Typical Male Need #4:
Domestic Support
• It is currently unpopular to consider
domestic support a real need
• However, most people want a peaceful,
clean and well-managed home
• If you have a need for this, then things
like cooking meals, washing dishes, caring
for children and doing laundry are
important to you
• This need may require some negotiation,
especially when both parties work
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Typical Female Need #5:
Family Commitment
• This need occurs when there are
children in the family and is related
to domestic support
• It is the need for the partner to
spend quality time with the children,
taking a role in their care as well as
creating activities, teaching and
disciplining them

Typical Male Need #5:
Admiration
• Everyone needs to feel appreciated for
the contribution they make
• Most men have a deep-seated need to
feel admired and respected by their
partners
• Admiring a man’s “manly” qualities
opens his heart and draws out the best
in him
• Being criticized or made to feel like he is
inadequate feels about the same to
most men as it does for a women to be
made to feel she is not attractive
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Negotiation
• Healthy relationships require the
ability to negotiate
• These negotiations are ongoing,
as needs and situations change
• The ability to communicate both
what makes deposits and what
makes withdrawals is essential
to maintaining a good
relationship

The Roof of the Temple by Steven Horne
A home where peace and love abound
Is built through daily conscious choice;
Constant prayer and faith that's shared
Survey the site and prepare the
ground.
The foundations are laid in trust,
Promises kept, faithfulness observed.
But it is the bricks of many small deeds
That build the walls that weather the
storms of life—
A soft hand on a slumped shoulder,
A gentle response to an angry tone,
A patient ear in life's struggle,

A kiss at the door,
An "I'm happy to see you" smile,
Warm embraces and regular flowers,
Quiet time in front of a fire,
Praise for a noble act,
Thank-you’s for each loving deed.
Thusly are the walls constructed
Until God himself cannot refrain
From placing himself as the roof
Over such a sacred temple
Constructed in his honor.
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Subscribe, Like and Share

https://events.genndi.com/channel/seekinglight

Visit StevenHorne.com
• Sign up for our free mailing list
• Join our member program
• Monthly member webinars
• Online member database
• Discounts on products and
courses

• Checkout our store for
charts, books and courses
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